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BOLD COLOR
INSPIRATION
Promote visual connectivity within
interior and exterior spaces.

Add playful accents for higher level of
delight and richness.
Strive for colorful facades that

radiate.

Design to energize and activate
surroundings.

APPLICATION

Incorporate bright primary colors into the
interior and exterior design.
Design irregular shaped commercial facades.
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BOLD COLOR
EXTERIOR
Recently, an increased number of projects
are developed using colorful installations to
highlight exterior facades, adding a pleasant
atmosphere to the building as a whole.

The Sugamo Shinkin Bank Nakaaoki

branch, designed by Emmanuelle Moureaux
Architecture + Design, is located on the
corner of major intersection where there is a
frequent movement of cars, buses, bicycles, and
people. Therefore, the facade is designed to be
rhythmical, visually changing as people see it
from different angles, with colors appearing
in and out. The colors are applied on the front
or side of differing cubes, with the colors
appearing, disappearing or overlapping. The
interior finishes on the other hand are settled
and muted compared to the movement of the
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facade.
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BOLD COLOR
INTERIOR
Color within commercial interiors can boost
working methods and output, while enhancing
the collaborative ways in which people work.

MVRDV’s new studio in central Rotterdam
features multi-colored meeting rooms, a
plant-covered chandelier, an oversized dining
table and a staircase that doubles as a seating
area. Referred to as ‘MVRDV House’, the
2,400-square-metre office aims to provide
efficient, fun and productive spaces. Glassfronted meeting rooms are slotted into the
arches on one side of a large central space,
each room with brightly colored surfaces
and custom-designed furniture. These include
a green room provides a space for informal
meetings and table tennis, while a dark blue
room is used for more important presentations.
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INSPIRATION

Provide a bold architectural statement that
promotes a sense

of place.

Articulate materials in motion.
Promote an interactive and more

creative approach to design.
APPLICATION

Design interiors with undulating shapes.
Use a company’s product to create dynamic
forms.
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FORM

PRODUCT
Architects are beginning to use a company’s
product in the creation of interior designs,
helping to express the company’s identity and
strong innovative spirit.

Paritzki & Liani Architects has completed this

office for PRS engineering company
in Tel Aviv, featuring a billowing “sky-ceiling”
created using the brand’s signature product. The
designers utilized PRS’s product Geocell, which is
mainly used to stabilize soil for roads and other
infrastructure, and comprises of a net-like web
of plastic, with openings that change in size as
it is stretched and formed. In the new office,
the product is used to create an rippling ceiling
intended to reference undulating forms of a
cloudy sky and the ocean.
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FORM

INTERIOR
Incorporating dynamic furniture and forms
within the workplace increases workers’ quality
of life and productivity, while also providing a
fun, multi-functional space.

Studio Farris Architects has integrated an
office into a staircase made from stacked timber
beams, installing it inside a renovated barn
in West Flanders, Belgium. The beams resembles
a giant version of the wooden game Jenga,
and incorporates a staircase, mezzanine office,
meeting space and bookshelves – tapping into the
growing trend for multi-functional staircases.
A platform on top of the stacked structure hosts
an office with two workspaces, while cupboards
and shelves are integrated into the overhangs
of various steps. Beneath the office mezzanine,
there is a separate meeting area.
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FORM

INSPIRATION

Motivated by the need to seek

minimalism in design.

order and

Incorporate clean lines and fluidity.
Design to concept

‘less is more’.

Strive to achieve simplicity
in construction.

and speed

APPLICATION

Utilize a minimalist palette of materials in
commercial interiors.
Use simple reflective glass facade materials.
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MINIMALIST
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REFLECTIVE
Any architectural addition must take its
geographical and topographical context into consideration. Therefore architects are
beginning to utilize minimalist mirror-like
facade materials to reflect the surrounding
environment.

The Avenue Leclerc Office Building, designed
by AZC, consists of the renovation of an existing
building and a redesign of the facade to 65%
reflective glass. This new skin is double ventilated
and boasts a uniform grid pattern, allowing the
building to not only be modern and contemporary,
but also sustainable. The pattern in the facade
relates directly back to the 1.35 meter units of
the suspended ceilings, and on each level there
are plant-filled loggias acting as the veritable
green lungs of the building. The gardens function
like small gardens, naturally ventilated spaces
and creating a comfortable surrounding for the
employees.
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MINIMALIST

INTERIOR MATERIALS
Architects are incorporating minimal material
palettes into commercial interiors, achieving
better design through simplicity and restraint.

Office VIL, designed by architecture firm
Domaen, is an interior build-out in an existing
warehouse for the Los Angeles headquarters
of Conscious Minds. The main architectural
feature is a continuous surface sheet, forming an
articulated ceiling and simultaneously folding
around two conference spaces. This creates an
interior for multiple uses that is highly flexible.
Regarding materials, the project retains an
organic, natural appearance, dominated by the
use of raw plywood sheets and white drywall.
The materials are purposefully ambiguous,
allowing the main visual and graphic narrative
to be the shape of the walls, floor and ceilings,
transforming from two-dimensionality to threedimensionality.
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MINIMALIST
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PATTERN
INSPIRATION
Embrace simplicity in design.
Activate and shape entry experience.
Increase visual excitement by
introducing rhythm and repetition.
Apply texture to material finishes.

APPLICATION

Celebrate dynamic structural elements in
facade design.
Incorporate vertical patterns into exterior
commercial design.
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PATTERN
STRUCTURE
Architects are beginning to celebrate dynamic
structural elements into commercial facade
design, allowing form to follow function.

The Honey Exporter building, designed by
both DX Arquitectos + DEL SANTE Arquitectos, is
an office building and adjacent showroom for
the Licanray company in Chile. The expression
of building is defined primarily by its dynamic
structure, with a series of laminated pine
diagonal pillars positioned in a ‘X’ pattern.
The main program of the office is elevated,
liberating the ground floor for access to the
building and the showroom. The roof fulfills
the fundamental role of protecting the wooden
structure, and its overhang on the north facade
also keeps direct sunlight out of the offices.
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PATTERN
SCREEN
Integrating patterns and repetitive elements into
facade design helps to not only define space, but
create a unique character to any building.

This Sales and management office for

Sol de Rojales housing development by
architecture firm Esculpir el Aire incorporates
pattern as well as color into the design. This
small building features a folded rectangular
black frame containing colorful uninterrupted
vertical fins, covering the large front opening
in the envelope. This detail not only creates a
dynamic rhythmic wall, but allows for animated
shadows within the interior. The white building
is lifted off the ground slightly, giving rise to a
gently-sloping access ramp that runs along the
vertical fins.
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THANK YOU
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All photos and content used with Permission
Designers featured:

• AZC
• emmanuelle moureaux architecture + design
• MVRDV
• Paritzki & Liani Architects
• Studio Farris Architects
• Domaen
• DX Arquitectos + DEL SANTE Arquitectos
• Esculpir el Aire
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